Error correction during guidance of pioneer axons in the leg of the cockroach embryo.
Axons of the Til and Fe2 pioneer neurons in the legs of insect embryos possess separate and highly stereotyped proximal projections towards the CNS. However, quantitative analyses of deviations from the standard paths during the period of axon growth indicate that transient errors occur unexpectedly often. The distribution of legs with axons following deviant paths among the embryos analyzed is used to determine whether these errors are caused by random developmental noise or by non-random genetic or environmental factors. During the formation of the Til pathway all the errors are characterized by defasciculation of the 2 axons, occur with an average incidence of 7% and are statistically shown to be randomly caused. In comparison, during the formation of the Fe2 pathway the errors are characterized by both defasciculation and elongation in an inappropriate distal direction, occur with an incidence of 16%, and as revealed by statistical analyses, are caused by a non-random factor. Therefore, during pathfinding by these 2 pairs of axons there is a need for error-correcting mechanisms to insure the stereotypy of the final projections. These error-correcting mechanisms are suggested to have properties similar to those producing canalization as proposed by Waddington.